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ANALYSIS OF VARIATION OF PISTON TEMPERATURE WITH PISTON DIMENSIONS
UNDERCROVVN COOLING
By J. C. SANDERSand W. B. SCHR.431M

SUMMARY

ii theoretical analysis ti prmented that permits estimation of
the changes in piston-temperature distribution induced by varia-
tions in the crown thickness, the ring-groove-pad thickness, and
the undergrown eurface heat-tran~fer coefficient. The analyti
corwists of the calcubtion of operating temperatures at uam”ows
points in the piston body on the boxi.s of the experimentally
determined s-urface h.eat-tran.sfer coej%iente and boundury-
region temperature, as well a8 arbitra.m”lysei!ected w-face co-
ejicients. Surface heat-transfer coejicient~ were estimated
from the internal temperature gradients obtained by. hardne88
wuveys of aluminum pistons that had been operated under
8erere condition~ in a liquid~ooled, single-cylinder, 6%- by 6-
inch test engine.

The results of the analyti indicate thut many piston-cooling
prob&?m8can be satisfactorily irwestigated by analytical methods
when boundary conditi”om are known. Control of p“ston-
temperature distribution by dwign alteration is limited where
undergrown cooling is imsu#icient; but under mndition8 of
adequate undergrown. cooling, temperature distribution can be
controlled. The heat balance for the piston-cooling load may
indicate preponderance of$ow in the direction of the cylinder
wall or the crankcase atmosphere, but in ~“ther case, it is not a
cm”terianof satisfactory temperature distm”bution.

INTRODUCTION

Previous investigations of pistun-temperature control and
heat-transfer characteristics (references 1 to 7) have M to
clivergent concepts of the piston-cooling process from -which
two generally distinct design principles have evolved. A
typical piston design, which is based on the theory that heat
dissipation occurs primarily through the piston rings, the
ring lands, and the skirt to the cylinder wa.11,is illustrated
in figure 1 (a). This general design, developed from ex-
tensive experimental and theoretical research, necessarily
embodies a highly conductive heat-flow-path from the crown
to the ring-groove and skirt sections. This design was suc-

cessful in maintaining reasonable crown and ring-belt tem-
peratures at the relatively low specific power outputs en-
countered at the time of its development. (See references 1
and 2.) The heat balances reported in references 1 md 2
indicate that the amount of undemrown cooling was wry
small. Theoretical analyses (references 3 and 4), which

AND

(a)

(a) Coolhg to cylbder wall.
. (b) Coolfng to aankease atmosphere.

Fmmrr l.—Plston d&n sixikib!efor moUnSta eylkider wall and to cmnkcwe atmrmphere.

assumed negIigiile undergrown heat transfer, confirmed the
results observed in the experimental work.
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Another distinct type of piston design that has been dcml-
oped for many engines of relatively high specific output is
illustrated in figure 1 (b). Successful application of this
design depends, for most purposes, upon the inherent capacity
of some types of engine for natural undercrom convection
coohg, or in other types upon the auxiliary cooling supplied
by special oiI jets directed at the undercrcmm surface..
Representative investigatio~ of this design axe described in
referencw 5 to 7.

Theoretical analysis, based on experimentally determined
surface heat-transfer coefficients, seemed likely to disclose
generally applicable trends that would aid qualitative SOl.U-
tion of pistcm-cooling problems, : —

Calculations were therefore made at .the.NACA.f21ewland
laboratory in 1945 to estimate the effect ‘of crown ‘and @-
groove-pad thickness on piston-temperature cl@ribution for
several values of the undergrown-surface heaktim~er .CO-
eflicient. The surface coef6cients for the calculations were
estimated from hardness surveys (references .7 a.ud 8) .of
pistons that had been operated in a singk-cylinder, liquid-
cooled, 5%- by 6-inch test engine. Calculations were also
made with arbitrarily seIected sfi.ace_coeflicients .tcIpermit
extension of the range of the analysis.

PISTON-COOLING PROCESS

The piston body is connected to the working fluid, the
cylinder wall, the undergrown atmosphere, and the connect-
ing rod through conductive films, and to the othq combus-
tion chamber surfaces, V~VeS, .wd pwt~ Of t&_cr@w&
and crankshaft assembly by racliatiom The temperatures
of these regions may be initially” considered independent
variabks so far as the piston-temperature analysis is con-
cerned. The piston becornea a connecting link between the
heat sources and the heat sinks, and temperature distribu-
tion becomes a dependenLelement,

The variabIes shown in figure 2 were selected for the
malysis. The boundary-temperature conditions are the
wall temperature, the temperature of the undergrown air
and oil mixture, and the effective gas temperature for the
combustion-chambar surface of tha piston, which are de~oted
T., To, and T., respectively. The piston body is connected
to these regions through conductive films represented by the
sufiace COefEcieRts it., k., and kg. In order to make the
solution representative of an actual operating condition,

these temperatures and coefficients were estimated from
experimental data. The most significant design rhanges
can be represented by variations in crown thickness C and
ring groo~e-pad thickness R, inasmuch as..it is rclati@y __
simple to. vary the thermaI conductivity of various paths
through _the piston .by selecting different combinations of
these dimensions. The calculations yieM twnpemturcs for
a number of points throughout the piston, I.)uLthe presenta-
tion of results includes only values for the significant centcr-
crown and ring-groove-pad temperatures.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Desmiption of network.—The anaIysis k limited to a
two-dimensional system that may bc re~”olvcd to form a
complete cylindrical body of revolution. As a result of [1)is
limitation, the hot spot on th~ crown surface is shifted to [ho
gemnctric center and the calculated temperature distribution
of the body is concentric with the geometric center. The
two-dimensional analysis precludes consideration of tho
conductive path through Lhe pin bo~es to the connecting
rod and to” parts of the upper-skirt section. The additional
simplifications are the assumption of a perprmlicular junc-
tion of the czown and the ring-groove-pgd sections and
elimination of the lower piston+kirt section.

The body of revolution is subdivided into simple geometric
sections that are replaced by a two-dimenaiomd nel.;vork of
paths connecting various points for which the temprraturcs
are calculated. The relation of the network to the piston
body is shown in figures 3 and 4 (a). Figure 3 illustrates
the- network as it would appear in a %ranspamntsector of
the asstied body .of revolution. Points A and 3 represent
the center-movm and ring-groo-pad tcmperaturcs, re-
spectively, and the computed data for these points are used
in the W presentation.

ElGCR~”3.-ThERU8lnetwork enclosedIn eeetorof 8,?suuM.imdyof IW’OIUIIOIL
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Heat ia added and removed through the point on each
surface at which the heat flow maybe assumed concentrated,
and the temperature of the point is assumed to be the
equivalent mean temperature of the surface being considered.
The internal points and paths of the network form heat-flow
paths between the boundaries, as shown by the arrows in
figure 4 ‘(a), and it. is through study of the changes affected
in the resistance of these paths by design chang~ that the
effect on temperature distribution is estimated. The heat
dissipated from the lower piston-skirt section is generally
quite small because of the limited temperature gradient that.
exists between it and the cylinder wall even with low values
of undergrown heat transfer; it was therefore considered
reasonable to appro.timate the heat-flow path from the upper
body of the piston to the lower-skirt section by applying the
undercrom coefficient in the region of point 12 @g. 4 (a))
to the annular area, represented by the cross section at the
junction of the body and the skirt. The thermal conductiv-
ities of t-herings, the ring lands, and the surface films in the
immediate area of the ring belt gre combined and applied in
tho analysis as an over-all coefficient because the hardness
surveys used to estimate the surface coefficients were inad-
equate for a close study of the ring grooves and the ring
lands. No path connects point 2 with the cylinder-wall
surface because temperature distributions obtained by hard-
ness surveys indicate t.hah,as a result of the relatively large
relief machined on the outside diameter of the top land of
the piston used in this investigation, there is no wall contact
ancl little or no radial temperature gradient in this area
during normal operation. Under same conditions, it may
be necessary to idude this path in the network.

A solution for temperature distribution may be obtained
by simultaneous equations presented in this analysis, by
relaxation methods, or by substitution of data in an electric
network analyzer (reference 9).

Network theoryi-It is first necessary to develop equations
that relate the temperature=of adjacent points or boundaries
in terms of the over-all thermal conductivitiea of the ccmnect-
ing network paths. By combination of the individual
thermal conductivities of the contributing network paths, the
12-point network can be reduced to a simplified 4-point net-
work, which is ilhstrated in f3gure4 (b). The network paths
that connect, the central points to the boundary-region
points no-ivinclude conductivity of the piston body and the
surface film. The conductivity of each path is made equal
to that of the piston section or surface film that it replaces
and is related to temperature dMerential and heat flow by
the steady-state equation

(1)

where

!7 heat-transfer rate between points, (Btu/(hr))
1! thermal-conductivity coefficient of metal, (Btu/(hr)

(sq in.) (“F/ii.))
A mean cross-sectional area, (sq in.)
x mean thickmw of section, (in.)
AT temperature gradimt between points, (T)
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(b) View showfng network after reduction to 4 MC points.

FIGGEE4.-Crom seetionof ~ body oKreroIuHon.

When a surface film is considered, the term k/x & replaced
by k’, which is the surface heat-transfer coefficient for the
film in (13tu/(hr)(sq in.) (T)).

The folIowing equationa, -whichme based on equation (l),

may be established for point 1 iu the reduced network
shown in figure 4 (b):

G.l=lk (Tg– Tl) (2)

@.,=.K,_i(z’,-T, ) (3)

(4)

When a boundary is referred to, the subscripts g, o, and
w denote the gas, the undergrown regions, and the cylinder
wall, respectively.

k these and in subsequent equations, K is the ov-er-alI
conductivity in (Btu/(hr) (°F)) between the points and the
boundary regions denoted by the subscripts and will be
derived from the geometry of the section and the values for
k and k’.
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Because the summation of the heat flow into and away
from a point is zero,

K,., (T.– 7?1) –K-2(~1 – T,) –K,.JT,- To) =0 (5)

When this equation is solved for Tl, the following expres-
sion is obtained:

~l_Kg-l~g+Kl-2Tf+K170T0 . (6)

Kg_l+Kp_z+KL

By a similar process, the equations for the three other baaic
points in figure 4 (b) maybe estab~ished. The four equations
were solved si.nndt.aneotiy. for one of the piston tempera-
tures in terms of the boundary-region temperatures and the
conductivit.ies of au the nct~~’orkpat.~; fie s~ution was
then reversed to evaluate the ren@ning temperatures.
Inasmuch as point 1 is located “where the heat flows may be
assumed concentrated, T1 represents the mean temperature
of the center-crom section.. The lQW1 v~ve TA, whic~l
represents the center crown .orhot-spot temperature (point A,
fig. 3), can then be computed from the. local crown and
Undergrown-stiace co~cients and T> .

DETERMINATIONOF BQUNDARYCONDITIONS

‘ho pistons were operated in a singlwylinder, liquid-

cooled f&by 6-inch test engine.for 5 hours at the foIIowing
conditions:
Speed, win-----.-----------__- ,---------------------------- 80!30
Indicated mean effective preeeure, lb/sq in. .--.-.----—————--:-mo
Fuel-air ratio ----------- .-.–----------------—--–--–--–0.10
Combustion-air temperature, ‘F------------------- ------------2b0
Coolant-in temperature, ‘F-------------------—-—---- 25!2
Undergrown oil flow from directed juts, lb/rein-------... ---—2.>2.5
Undercromn oil-jet temperature, ‘F------------- .----- .--------22O ._

The uudercrown oil flow from directed jets was set at 2,2
to 2,5 pounds per minute in accordance with estimates
of the undergrown oil flow normally encountered in u
multicylinder engine. Comparison of hardness surveys madt’
for pistons. from multicyliuder and singk+cylinder engines
indicates that except for the area of jet impin.gemcnt, the
specified flow from the jeta closely reproduces in the piston
of a siigle-cylinder engine the temperature dis!rihulion
obtained in those of a multic.ykder cngke for the same engine
operating conditions.

BOUNDARY TEMPEtlATURES

Th~values for T. and T, selected from tic operfiting data
were 260° and 220° F, respe.ctivdy. In tho absence of
specific data for the effective gas temperature for the piston
crown, a value of 1200° F was selected for TZ on tho IN&
of data.for a cylinder head reported in reference 10.
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BOUNDARY-SURFACE COEFFICIENTS

An indirect technique for determination of loc.d surface
coefficients from iuternal-temperature gradients, which me
determined from age-hardening characteristics, has been
avaiIablefor some timebut isnot tidelyused. The aluminum-
copper alloys commonly used for piston forgings possess
age-hardening characteristicsthat are sticiently reproducible
for a limited range to permit calibration on the basis of time,
temperature, and hardness. Data for this calibration must
fit be obtaiued by heating samples under accurate control
conditions. If a piston is installed in the engine at its
condition of maximum hardness and run at constant engine
conditions for a specified length of time, the internal tempera-
ture gradients can be determined by cutting the piston along
the desired pkmes, making a hardness survey, and applying
the cahbration. During operation in the engine, each point

. . .. .. . —--— .- .,.—-y -.-m. . . . . . . . — -— .-. .7 . . -

. ---- ..-. ,:.. L_ ..—. —.,. ...—.— — -.-— ...- . . . .. .
FIGURE&—PMrm sectkmafter hacdn~ surrey.

in the piston is aged at.approximately constant temperature
for the specified time, thereby reproducing the operation
performed on the sample in the furnace. This method -was
used by Gosshtu (reference 7) for isothermal mapping of
piston sections and for qualitative study of piston-heat
flow and design modifications.

The calibration for 3X-T ahnninum aIIoy in figure 5 gives
the relation between operating temperature and measured
room-temperature hardn~ for 5 hours at the specified
temperatures. The scale of Brinell hardneas number cor-
responding to the Vickers ocular readings for the speciiied
load, the indentor, and the microscope objective is also given.
The indicated scatter band of + 13° F represents unfavor-
able conditions because the samples cut. from a used piston
were individually solution-treated and aged, thus introducing
variationa in heat treatment in addition to the scatter normal-
ly encountered from physical variations in the metal structure
of a single large sample. This variation is evidenced by the
wide matter of room-temperature initial hardness, which
would ordinarily be very close to a BrineIl hardnw number
of 130. Comparison with data from reference 8 indicates
that within most of the useful range, the meam hardness-
temperature relation is not criticaUy sensitive to the past

history of the sample. In hardness surveys made after
operation of a new piston, most of the data fell within a
scattar band of + 5° F, although occasiorial points were
+ 50° F from the me-anof adjacent readings.

In order to obtain the surface heat-transfer coefficient, the
following procedure was used: The piston -was cut along a
plane normal. to the piston surface to be analyzed and a
hardness survey -wasmade (fig. 6). A plot of these data for
two parallel rows 0.05 and 0.15 inch from the crown surface,
after conversion horn hardness values to t.emperature values,
is shown h figure 7 (a); a. similar plot is shown in figure 7 (b)
for two rows 0.10 and 0.20 inch from the undergrown
surface. In order to minimize the effects of scatter, smooth
curves representing temperature variation are drawn through
the points in each row. The vertical distance between the
two curves represents in each case the temperature gradient
at each station across the O.10-inch-thick layer of metal and
may be substituted in the Fourier equation with the thermal
conductivity of the metal (8 Btu/(hr) (sq in.) (“F/in.)) to
solve for the heat flow at each station perpendicular to
the piston surface being analyzed. It is assumed that this
normal component does not change in traversing the re-
maining distance to the surface. The numerical heat-flow
value obtained by this operation is again substituted in the
Fourier equation with the temperature gradient from the
surface to the bonnda~ region to calculate the surface heaf+
transfer coefficient at each station.

Sfofionnumber

(a)crownsurface.
(b) Undergrown surface.

FIOUBE7.—Piston tempeiatum obkdned by bnrdnessmeasurementsrdongtwomm pamllel
toundcrcrownand orown surfacesd ptstom

\
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The coefficients obtained from the data shown in figure 7
appear in figure 8. The undergrown surface of the piston
was cooled by high-velocity oil j ete, one of which struck the
piston at a point in the plane aIong w]lich &.e section was
cut. The high local coefficient at this point was not directly
considered in selecting a representative value for”the..calcu-
lations. The dashed lines in figures 7 (b) and 8 (b) show
the results of neglecting @ local value; the final selection
was slightly higher than the avergge obtained on the bash
of this approximfttion.

In figure 8 (a), the coefficients for the crown surface de-
rived from the data in figure 7 (a) indicate that the hcttspot
falls opposite the region of maximum surface...coefficient.
The center hne was transferred to the peak of the curve and
representative values for the calculations were selected from
the assumed curve at the appropriate radii, as shown in
figure 8 (a).

The experimentally determined average coefficients used
in the calculations are listed in table I. These values are
representative of a number of pistons that were analyzed
with the exception of the coefficient for the section behind
the ring grooves, w~cl was e6@nated from tie difference
between the known heat input at the.crown surface and the
known dissipation from the undergrown, ring-belt, and skirt
surfaces Because. the surface coefficients wwe.determined

from the normal temperature gradients, they may inchdc a
‘radiation factor of uidetermincd magnitude, which is rightly
included’ in the tinalysizof temperature distribution...- .— . . .. .. .

~:BLE I—EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED
. AVERAGE COEFFICIENTS; ... . . . . _. “. ,.,.

. . . - L&8tfort . . k’,”Ssfu)!qlr) (a&fn.)rm..

Combustion gee to eent&own &tlon..._.._–-__..
CombWkm gas to perlphemkrown aactfon... . . . . . . . . . . .
Undergrown aactionto crankmseatmwphere.. . . . . . .—.
Section bahfnd rIng@oove pad to erankm-seatmoephore.
Conductivity through IInga and growm tncludlng fflms

to Oylh.lderw-------------------------------------
Upper-skirt eeotion~ oyllndar waU____________ .“

A degree of expe~montrtl confirmation is found in the data
of refe~ence. 11 on surface coefficients between a heated
piston and a reciprocating sleeve. A coefficient of approxi-
mately 3.2 (Btu/@r) (sq in.) (°F) ) was comp”utwlfrom curr.c-
lation data in reference 11 as compared with a vahm of
2.5 (Btu/(hr) (sq in.) (°F)) reported herein.

. PROCEDURE AND ACCURACY,..

In order to check the network equations and t.h suilabiliLy
of the cici&cientaj a series of preliminary calculations wwe
made to check the temperature distribution nnd the heal.
balance. of “apiston tkat was used for tho hardness survey.
Any lai~e error in i cciefficientwfndd ti~qltitir”as “distortionof
the temperature distribution, and after small adjustments
the coefJicjentsgiv.W_& table I ;Vcre selcctgl as sa!kfwtow.

The tipei.atures obtained m the calcuhttion are corQ-
pared wh the temperature distribution obtained.by a hard-
ness sufxey in figure 9. The values of observed Lempemture
in the section perpendicular to the pin a.. nre used for
comparison with calculated values because they arc influ-
enced t& Ieast by ,the pin bosses. The shift of the pcnk-

~5.5 in. 4-

!
400 — “-”
380

Cblcubfed Exporhenfol

@- Crown hot W-t ‘“ 525

Q.Ring grm.w= 373 ~ Z (W _

I!MUEE 9.-’empwaturere dfatrfbutm obtained by bordnm mewuremcnb and mmportaon
of mcawmd and cekulatrd values. (All Wues In ‘F unle= othcr*o IndtcateJ.)
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temperature location to-ward the exhaust side of the piston
makes direct comparison impossible intimuch as the iso-
thermal in the calculated example are concentric tith the
geometric center. The computed value of TA (525° F)
based on 10CSIsurface coefficients at the center, however,
represents the hot-spot temperature at the location between
the crown and the undergrown surfaces indicated by the
symbol A. The fial plots were made using data for TA
based on average coefficients. Imcal coefficients were not
used at the center of the crow-n for the calculations made
tith assumed average undergrown coefficients because the
variation of local undergrown coefficients is unknown for
the other operating conditions assumed. The data for
center-crom temperature in figures 10 to 12 are lower than
the hot-spot temperature by about 10° to 15° F as a maxi-
mum. The calculated temperature distribution obtained
with the experimentaI boundary temperatures and coefli-
cients and with measured piston dimensions was selected as
the reference point for comparison of distributions obtained
with altered boundary conditions and altered internal
dimensions.

A series of calculations were made to investigate the
chang~ induced in the temperature distribution by varia-
~ions in mom and ring-groove-pad thickueasw. The sur-
face coefficients and boundary temperatures -were kept
constant at the experimentally established values. The
range of the analysfs was then extended by arbit.rmy vtia-
tion of the average undergrown surface coefficients to deter-
mine the effect of change in the undercrommooling condlti.on
for the same range of design dimensions. The trends
calculated by arbitrary variation of the boundary coefficient.
may be considered ordy as a qualitative. evaluation. It -was
asiumed that the other coefficients remain constant; during
actual operation, however, the large changes in piston
temperature that result from variation in the undergrown
coefficient would probably affect other boundary and surface
conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The anal@s -wasmade for a particular range of boundary
conditions that represent severe operating conditions; the
results may therefore not be numerically representative of
more moclerate operating conditions: The trends shown are
believed, however, to be generaIIy representative and appli-
cable to most.installations if at least a qualitative evaluation
of the particular bounda~ conditions that may be encoun-
tered is assumed. Unique conclit.ionsfound in some types
of engine may require entirely different concepts of the cool-
ing process and appropriate design requirements. In any
case, if the boundary conditions can be estimated, a process
similar to this analysis may be of assistance in indicating
possible methods for improving performance of the piston.

The redts of. the calculations are presented in the
form of isometric projections to show the relation of the
mown thickness, the ring-groove-pad thickness, and the
undergrown-surface coefficient to operating temperature.

\
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Fmcm 10.—Varlationof eehdated riog-gmme-pad temperature with undemrownarfaca “
me.mcient kcand ring-groore-imd thicknessR. ChmmIthkkm?asC’,m wed d Mm ‘
radiusr.

The crown thickness C and ring-groove-pad thickness R are
expressed as percentages of the radius of the cylinder bore to
facilitate comparison between pistone of various design.

The surface shown in figure 10 reprwents the variation of
ti~oo~e-pad tempemtme with the undercrmvn-surface
coefficient k. and ring-groom+pad thickness R at a constant
value of crow-nthickness C of 30 percent of the radius r. N
boundary conditions, with the exception of ka, are sIso con-
stant and represent the previo&ly given operating conditions
and th’e data in table I. From any point on the shaded
surface that represents operating temperature, an increase
in ke or a d-ease in R results in a decrease in ring-groove-pad
temperature. The rate of change of temperature titi k. is
greatest at low vaIues of kc, which indicates that the greatest
improvements are obtained with the first increments. It is
sIso apparent that sensitivity of ring-groom+pad temperature
to R is greatest in the range of thin sections.

The light shacledsurface in figure 11 represents”the center- ‘““’‘“’
crown temperature for the same conditions and for the same
range of variables. The efTectof k. on crown temperature is
more pronounced than on ring-groove-pad temperature at
the lo-wer values, but the crovm-temperature reduction ob-
tained tit.h succmi~e increments in k. rapidly diminishes. ._
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FmcnE 11.—Varlatfrmof cakzdated sown and r’inkgraorwad t~PemtWE$ w[~ uder-
Ixowna4ace co@&d k. and rlus%rcovepad tbfckneea R. Crown t~ctiws C’, 2CI
percentof phton radius r.

The variation of crown temperature with R is negligible. in
the range above the experimentally determined value for k,
of 3 (Btu/(hr) (sq in.) (°F)), but becomes more pronounced
for the lower values of k,, particularly with very thin ring-
groove-pad seetions,

In order to present a more complete picture of this procws,
the data computed for a thin crown section of 8 percent. of
the radius r may be superimposed on figure 11 resulting in
the final plot shown in figure 12. In t~s iigure, the tempera-
tures obtained for a thick crow-n (30-percent r) are repre-
sented by the light shaded surfaces and for A.ti crown
(8-percent r) by the dark shaded surfaces, Variations of k.
and R with the thin crown have the same effect on ring-
groove-pad temperature as with the thick crown, ahhcmgh
the temperature level is lower throughout the range. A
decrease in crown thickness C to 8 percent remiltsin a Iarge
increase in crown temperature at very low values of k. (O to
1Btu/(hr) (sq in.) (°F) ), and a decrease in crown temperature
with high vahw.s of k. (3 to 6 Bt.u/(hr) (sq in.) (°F)). It is
clear from ilgure 12 that the undergrown coolant has a dual
rde in piston-temperature control, In addition to the direct-
cooling ef3ecL,the W ect of a change in crown thickne9s is so
modified by a change in k~that the trend of crown-tempera-
ture variation is reversed. For any particular value “of R,
there is a value of koat which crown thicknesshas no influence

over crown temperature. This transition point marks, in a
sense, the change from primary cooling through the cylinder
wall to primary coolir& through the undergrown atnlosplwrc;
it is app-arent that the design criterions are fiffcrent in ccwh
case.

The early experimental work by Gibson (reference 1)
and Baker (reference 2), fiwm which evolvccl the common
dcwignof.a lighkalloy piston characterized by heavy sections
and a generous undergrown radius, was clone in cnginus of
relatively low specific output. The heat balances reporkl
indicate that the investigation was performed under cmdi-
tions that produced a low undergrown-surface cocdlirienl;
because crows-temperat.ure control was t.lw primary objcc-
tive, the design selected made the best possiblc use of the
available cylinder-wall cooling, The reason is clearly shown
in figure 12; for low values of k~j the10WSWcrown tempera-
tures arc obtained with thick crown and ring-groove-pw]
sections_becausethe maximum conductivity of the path from
heat source to coolant is obtained. It is also appmmt in
Jigure 12 that this high conductivity results in ma.simum
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~ Ring -groo ve pod
(percent of N)

“30
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FIGma 12.–Va.rfation of calctitad orown and rfng-groov~pad tempxatures wtth under-
crown-mrfaea ccefdcfmt k. and rfng-grooTeLW tblekms R.
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ring-groove-pad temperatures. ConmraeIy, if ring-groove-
pad temperature is reduced by decreasing the conductivity
of this path, excessive crow-ntemperature is Iikely to result.
The temperatures indicated in figure 12 for the condition of
k.= O me -iery sensitive to the value assumed for T. in the
calculations and therefore unreliable except to show the
trends and the relative values.

In many cases, the increase in engine performance result-
ing from normal development was limited by ring distress
caused in part by ~~cessive ring-groove-pad temperatures
encounterecl when the conventional design was retained.
This distressdid not necessarily appear in alI types of engine.
AIthough some designers were forced to search for an im-
proved method of temperature control, others were able to
continue the use of the conventional design. It is believed
that this digression was largely due to increases in rotative
speed and the wider use of high-pressure oil systems that
combinecl their individual eHects to increase the natural
undercro]m cooling.

The rew.dtsof the calculations show that effective control
of piston temperature can be achieved @ugh increase in the
undercrow-n coef&ient and that the greatest gains are ob-
tained with the fist increments. This observation is con-
firmed in references 5 and 6 as well as by unreported experi-
ments made at this laborato~. It can be seen in figure 2
that the adclition of adequate undercrom cooling so alters
the operat~~ conditions that the relatively long radial heat-
flo-ivpath from the center of the crown to the ring-groove pad
becomes of negligible importance. The heat-flow path to
the primmy coolant under the crown is made short and could
not very well result in severe axial temperature gradients.
In addition, the auxiliary coolant may impinge indirectly
on the area behind the ring+gocwe pad and provide a second
path for cooling from this point. This situation makes
possible adequate control of ring-groove-pad temperatures
through the use of thin sections of a low conductivity materkd
such as steel, or any modifications such as ‘heat dam”
construction, without adverse eflect on crow-n temperature.
It is then possible to develop Iight+veight designs subject
only to hit ations such as strength, rigidity, or fabrication.
Provision for additional oil-cooling requirements may be
necessary in some cases, but freedom from performance
restriction wouId prove a sufficient compensation.

h example of such performance restriction was found in
a recent German aircraft engine. The piston of this engine
Iimited operation to a mean effective pressure 30 pounds per
square inch beIow the knock-hnited mean effective pressure
of the fuel used. Attempted operation near the knock tit
resulted in excessive piston-crown temperature of the order
of 650° F, as vreIlas severe piston-ring distress. The design
of this piston m-assimilar to the one shown in figure 1 (a.).
It can be seen from figure 12 that with a low value of k, (for
example, 1 Btu/(hr) (sq in.) ~F)) and with a highly con-
ductive path from the center crow-n to we ring-groove-pad
section, the iudica@l center-crown (hot-spot) tanperature
for the assumed conditions of the analysis could readily
attain a temperature of 650° F, with a corresponding ring-

grcov~pad temperature on the order of 500° F, which is
considered e..ceasive.

The evolution of piston designs that alleviated ring distress
resulting from excessive temperature took place in two
distinct ways. In one case, as piston-temperature limits
were reached, various auxiliary cooling devices were intro-
duced, the principal ones being use of oil jets against- the
undercrowmsurface or positive circulation through the piston
body. Where jets were used, the design of the piston .-was -----
alt-ered to provide minimum ring-grocm+pad temperaturw
by using thin sections, as indicated in figure 12; in a two-
cycle Diesel engine the material was changed to steel.
Represatative investigations of this nature are reported
in references 5 and 6. The other course of development was
based on the discovery that high undercrcmn ccwflicients
were normal in some engines, and as reportcd in reference 7,
the piston design -wasaltered in a similar manner to take
fullest advantage of the available cooling.

With regard to the heat balance of the piston, careful
consideration shows that it is not necwm-ily a good criterion
of piston-temperahire distribution. It is possible in the case
of a thin cast-iron piston operating -with a low undercrcmm
coefficient and -with low radial conductivity that the heat
balance vril.1show a preponderance of flow in the direct.iod
of the crankcase by virtue of the excessive crown temperature.
Similarly, an ahmimun piston with heavy sections and high
radial conductivity might show a preponderance of floy in
the direction of the cylinder wall and an excessive ring-
groove-pad temperature, even though the available under-
crom cooling is adequate to permit substantird redu<tion
in the ring-groove-pad temperature by design altergtion
without increase in cro-ivn temperature. The he~t balance -
after such design charges would she-iv g preponderance of
flow in the direction of the crankcase atmosphere.

The heat balance for the piston-cooling load, given in
table 11, .is computed from the analytically determined
temperat.ure distribution for the operating conditions pre-
vioudy specitkd and in the data presented in table I and in
.@re 9. .

TABLE H-HEAT BATJANCE FOR PISTON-COOLTh’G LOAD

I Lmation I m&katpI
Heatdissipation from undercrmm surface. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------- n
Heatd&@.tion from undercrwm smfsce Mdnd ring-groove I@..
Heat dhfpation horn u per- and lowr+kirt wctbms-. . . . . . . . . . . .
Heat dJssipatfonfrom ri%eadlands.- . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . ------ !

The total heat flow through the piston”crown amounts to
roughIy 17,300 Btu per hour, or about 2 percent of the ~ergy
represented by the heating value of the fuel consumed. The
direct effect of the cooling on therrmd efficiency of tie engine
is therefore small. A large part of this heat 10S represents
heat transferred to the piston during the exhaust process;
therefore the direc~10SSof what would otherwise be available
energy is probably
total heat input.

considerably less than 1 percent of the

905885-5~
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CONCLUSIONS

From an analysie of piston-temperature variation with
piston geometry for a speci.iicset of boundary conditions, it
is concluded that:

1. Piston temperature can be effectively c.mtrded by
increasing the undercrowm-surface.heat-transfer coefllcient
with resulting possibilities for light-weight designs .co@stwt.
with requirements of strength, rigidity, or fabrication, and
with freedom from restrictions of large high~~nductivity
sections and materials of high thermal conductmty.

2. When available undergrown cooling is limited, reduc-
tion of either crowD temperature or ring-groove-pad tempera-
ture through design aIteration is restricted by the adverse
effect on the other.

3. The. methods employed pe~it @isfactmy det&a-
tion of piston-temperature distribution by analytical methods
in specific cases where boundary conditions are known,

4. The heat balance may show preponderance of flow in
the direction of the cyIinder WSI1or. crankcase atmosphere
depending on the piston design and. cooling arrangement,
and beam no direct relation to the tcmperatur.edistribution
that may be encountered.

FLIGHT PROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORS,

NATIONAL ADVISORY 120MMITTEE FOR”“~EROfiiUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIo;-January 16, 1948.
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